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ABSTRACT
Distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs)
are traditionally evoked by two-tone stimuli. In this
study, emission data from Mongolian gerbils are
reported that were obtained with stimuli consisting
of six to 10 tones. The stimuli were constructed by
replacing one of the tones of a tone pair by a
narrowband multitone complex. This produced rich
spectra of the ear canal sound pressure in which many
of the third-order DPOAEs originated from the
interaction of triplets of stimulus components. A
careful choice of the stimulus frequencies ensured
that none of these DPOAE components coincided.
Three groups of DPOAEs are reported, two of which
are closely related to DPOAEs evoked by tone pairs.
The third group has no two-tone equivalent and
only arises when using a multitone stimulus. We
analyzed the relation between multitone-evoked
DPOAEs and DPOAEs evoked by tone pairs, and
explored the new degrees of freedom offered by the
multitone paradigm.
Keywords: DPOAEs, otoacoustic, gerbil,
Meriones unguiculatus, tone complex, zwuis
INTRODUCTION
To cope with a dynamic range exceeding 100 dB,
several stages of auditory processing employ compres-
sive transformations. In the cochlea, for example, the
growth rate of mechanical responses to pure tones
can be as low as 0.2 dB per decibel increase of the
stimulus intensity (Rhode 2007). This mechanical
nonlinear transformation has side effects. The incom-
ing signals are distorted and additional, nonstimulus
components are produced.
When the stimulus consists of two pure tones
having frequencies f1 and f2, their intermodulation
results in multiple distortion products (DPs) of which
the third-order (“cubic”) difference tones (CDTs) at
frequencies 2f1−f2 and 2f2−f1 are best known. Dis-
tortion products are often audible; reports of these
“subjective tones” date back several centuries (see
Plomp 1965, for a historical perspective). Their
audibility suggests that they are associated with
propagating components in the inner ear, which is
supported by psychophysical (Smoorenburg 1972)
and electrophysiological studies (Goldstein and Kiang
1968; Kim et al. 1980).
Under favorable stimulus conditions, DPs return to
the ear canal, where they can be recorded with a
sensitive microphone. Reports of acoustic byproducts
of nonlinear auditory processing date back many
decades (Wever and Lawrence, 1954; von Békésy,
1960), but their systematic study started with the
pioneering work on otoacoustic emissions by Kemp
and colleagues (reviewed in Kemp 2008). Distortion
products measured acoustically in the ear canal are
called distortion-product otoacoustic emissions.
Virtually all studies of DPOAEs employ two stimulus
tones to evoke them. The few studies that did address
three-tone DPOAEs merely pointed out their occur-
rence (Kemp and Brown 1986;K e m p1998), or
analyzed them in the narrow context of low-frequency
biasing (Bian and Scherrer 2007; Marquardt et al. 2007)
or time-varying suppression (Meenderink and van der
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Journal of the Association for Research in OtolaryngologyHeijden 2010). It occurred to us that there is no ap r i o r i
reason for such constraints, and that the systematic
study of multitone (92) emissions may enlarge the
scope of DPOAE research beyond what is possible with
tone pairs. Mathematically, third-order distortions arise
from those terms in the Fourier expansion of the
distorted stimulus that involve the interaction of three
stimulus components (Schroeder 1975). If f, g,a n dh are
stimulus frequencies, such third-order terms produce
distortions at frequencies ±f±g±h.S i n c ef, g,a n dh need
not be all different, these third-order terms include
harmonics 3f,( i . e . ,f = g = h), as well as CDTs at 2f−g( for
which f = h). Thus, third-order DPs evoked by tone pairs
are a limited subset of the more general case of
interacting triplets of tones.
This study explores the generation of third-order
DPOAEs by stimuli that contain more than two frequen-
cies. We replaced one of the primaries of a tone pair by a
narrowband tone complex, resulting in a stimulus that
contained multiple tone triplets at once. The number of
third-order DPs grows as the third power of the number
of primary components, and it can easily happen that
several DPOAE components coincide. We avoided such
coincidences by a careful choice of the primary frequen-
cies. The resulting uniqueness of third-order DPOAE
frequencies greatly facilitated their analysis. We observed
three groups of DPOAEs evoked by the new stimulus
paradigm, two of which are closely related to DPOAEs
evoked by tone pairs. The third group does not have a
two-tone equivalent. We analyzed the relation between
multitone-evoked DPOAEs and DPOAEs evoked by tone
pairs, and explored the new degrees of freedom offered
by the multitone paradigm.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal Preparation
Recordings were made from adult Mongolian gerbils
(Meriones unguiculatus; three males and 12 females; 21
ears; body weight, 46–66 g). Animals were anesthetized
by intraperitoneal injection of ketamine/xylazine solu-
tion (effective dosage, 80 and 12 μg/g body weight,
respectively). Supplementary anesthesia was adminis-
tered subcutaneously at ∼
1/3 of the initial dose in 1-h
intervals. A small metal rod was attached to the dorsal
surface of the skull and was used to fix the head of the
animal. Body temperature was maintained at 37°C using
a thermocontrolled heating pad. The pinna and cartila-
ginous ear canal were removed and a custom-built probe
was sealed over the bony ear canal using Vaseline. In
eight of the animals a small hole was drilled in the wall of
the inferior posterior mastoid chamber of the ipsilateral
bullatopreventpressurebuildupinthemiddleearcavity.
We did not notice apparent differences between record-
ings with or without such venting, and no distinction
between the data from these two conditions is made.
Animal procedures were in accordance with guidelines
provided by the animal committee of the Erasmus MC.
Stimuli
To evoke otoacoustic emissions, acoustic stimuli that
consisted of multiple frequency components (each
with a random starting phase) were used. For
convenience of description, the components are
separated into two constituents: (1) a single frequency
component and (2) a tone complex consisting of M
tones. In this study, M varied between 5 and 9. The
frequency of the single component will be denoted by
f; the frequencies of the tone complex by g1, g2...gM.
The stimulus frequencies were chosen such that all
possible difference and sum frequencies were unique
(Victor et al. 1977; van der Heijden and Joris 2003;
2006). Following van der Heijden and Joris (2003), we
will refer to this stimulus property as “zwuis”. Non-
linear interaction between any combinations of the
stimulus components can give rise to third-order
DPOAEs, and different groups of third-order DPOAEs
will be identified and analyzed in Results.
The primary frequencies were further restricted as
described in Table 1 (the terminology used in this
table anticipates the naming of the DPOAE groups
described in Results). This restriction served to avoid
the coincidence of DP components across groups.
Combined, the restrictions in the choice of stimulus
frequencies (“zwuis” and “periodicity”) ensure that all
third-order DPOAEs of the type gi ± gj ± f are unique
and never equal to a primary component. Conse-
quently, based on its frequency, each DPOAE compo-
nent can be unambiguously identified with the
unique triplet (f,gi,gj) of stimulus components whose
nonlinear interaction produced it.
TABLE 1
Relation between the number of periods for the stimulus
components and the different groups of DPOAEs that result
from them
Frequency Number of periods
g; components from tone complex 8k+4
f; single component 8k+2
2f−gi; ‘far’ group 8k
gi+gj−f; ‘near’ group 8k+6
f+gi−gj; ‘sideband’ group 8k+2
gi+gj−gk; within-complex OAEs 8k+4
All stimulus components were chosen to have an even number of periods
(rows 1–2, with integer k) over an integer number of sample points (typically
97,656). This results in the third-order DPOAEs of the different groups (rows
3–5; see text) to be periodic over the same number of samples, and never
coincide with any stimulus component. The choice for the number of
periods also rules out any coincidences across members of the three groups
and the fourth group (bottom row) of the third-order DPOAEs arising from
interaction of triplets (gi, gj, gk) within the tone complex
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nent were presented over separate D/A channels
(Tucker-Davis Technologies RP2.1). To minimize tran-
sients, stimuli were gated using a raised cosine window
(10–90% in10ms).The output ofeachchannel wasfed
through a stereo power amplifier (TDT SA1) and
broadcast from a separate driver (2× TDT CF1 or 2×
Visaton FRS-7). These drivers where connected to the
recording probe by means of plastic tubes. The correct
sound pressure levels were attained by calibrating the
drivers in situ while taking the probe transfer character-
istics into account. The recording probe contained a
1/2″ pressure-microphone (GRAS 40AG) that was used
to record the ear canal sound pressure synchronously
with stimulus delivery. The recorded signal was band-
passfiltered(0.02–100kHz,NEXUS 2690),acquiredvia
an A/D channel (TDT RP2.1), and stored on computer
disk for offline analysis. Signal generation and data
acquisition were both done at a rate of 48.8 kHz.
Data Analysis
All stimulus frequencies were chosen such that an
i n t e g e rn u m b e ro fs a m p l ep o i n t sh e l da ne v e nn u m b e r
of periods for these tones (see Table 1). As a
consequence, these periodic segments (typically 97,656
samples, i.e., ∼2 s) also held an even number of periods
for all third-order DPOAEs. This allowed for averaging
of a single, continuous recording by breaking it down
into its periodic segments, and eliminated any spectral
leakage when extracting frequency components using
Fourier analysis (Papoulis 1962).
After excluding the first and last periodic segment
of each recording (to exclude the ramps and transient
phenomena), the remaining signal was averaged over
the periodic segments and the magnitude and phase
spectra were calculated via Fourier analysis. No form
of artifact rejection was used. The stimulus design
resulted in the even components of these spectra to
be commensurate with the stimulus (and any DPOAEs
evoked by it). The odd components of the spectra,
which are not commensurate with the stimulus, were
used to estimate the noise floor. Additional recordings
were made in an artificial ear to check for distortion
in the hardware. For the stimuli used in this study,
these system distortions were well below the DPOAEs,
often not exceeding the noise floor.
The phase of each DPOAE component was expressed
in cycles re. the phase of the stimulus components
producing it as determined from the microphone signal.
Thus, the phase  dpðf ;gi;gjÞ of a DP component having
frequency fdp = gi ± gj ± f becomes
 dpðf ;gi;gjÞ¼’dp  ð ’i   ’j   ’f Þð 1Þ
where ’::: denotes the phase values extracted from the
Fourier spectrum of the recording.
The relation between DPOAE phase and stimulus
frequency was analyzed by fitting the phase data
using two linear models. Any DPOAE components
not exceeding the noise floor were excluded from
the fitting procedure. Weight factors were assigned
to the remaining DPOAE components to prevent
the phases of weak components (close to the noise
floor) from dominating the data fits. The weight
factor W was
W ¼ 1= 2 ð2Þ
where σ
2 is the variance in amplitude of a tonal
component caused by the addition of noise. This
variance was evaluated using numerical simulations
of the effect of adding random components (with
phase drawn from a uniform distribution, and
amplitude drawn from a Rayleigh distribution) on
the phase of single spectral components. The
simulations yielded a polynomial description of the
variance σ
2
 2 ¼ 23:6 NSR6   57:1 NSR5   52:4 NSR4
 20:8 NSR3 þ 4:06 NSR2 þ 5:88 NSR
ð3Þ
where NSR denotes the reciprocal of the signal-to-
noise amplitude ratio.
The first model was a straight line of DPOAE phase
Φdp against DPOAE frequency fdp
 dp ¼  0   tfdp ð4Þ
The phase offset Φ0 and group delay τ were
estimated by minimizing the weighted sum of squared
differences between data and model,
X
k
Wkð model
k    data
k Þ
2
ð5Þ
The second model, which was used in the case of
two-dimensional representations of the DPOAE phase
data (see Fig. 5), is given by
 dpðf ;gi;gjÞ¼ 0 þ tþðgi þ gjÞþt ðgi   gjÞð 6Þ
Notice that Eq. 6 does not explicitly include a
term for the single stimulus frequency f,b e c a u s ef
was not varied within data sets that were fitted. The
phase offset Φ0 and group delays τ+ and τ− were
estimated by minimizing the weighted sum of
squared residuals (Eq. 5). Group delays will be
reported by their mean ±95% confidence interval.
All stimulus generation, data acquisition, and offline
analysis were done via custom software in MATLAB.
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Figure 1 shows amplitude spectra of the ear canal
sound pressure when either the lower primary (A) or
the upper primary (B) consisted of the tone complex.
Nonlinear interaction of the single stimulus tone with
one or two components from the tone complex
produced three readily identified groups of third-
order DPOAEs, with each DP frequency resulting
from a unique set of three stimulus frequencies. The
DPOAEs are of biological origin: they exceed the
estimated noise floor as well as the system distortion.
The three groups of third-order DPOAEs evoked
by a stimulus that consists of a single primary at
frequency f and a tone complex having M compo-
nents at frequencies g1, g2…gM, are:
1. The“far”group:MDPOAEshavingfrequencies2f−gi,
where i=1…M;( left-pointing triangles in Fig. 1).
2. The “near” group:
1/2M(M+1) DPOAEs having
frequencies gi+gj−f, where i,j=1…M; i ≤ j (circles for
i = j, and right-pointing triangles when i G j in Fig. 1).
3. The “sideband” group: M(M−1) DPOAEs having
frequencies f + gi−gj, with i,j=1…M; i ≠ j (diamonds
in Fig. 1).
Other third-order DPOAEs also arise from such a
stimulus (e.g., 3f, gi + gj−gk), but we restrict our analysis
to those components that involve both the single
stimulus componentf and one or two componentsfrom
the tone complex g. In the next sections, each of the
three groups will be considered.
The Far Group
In the frequency spectrum, these DPOAEs (left-pointing
triangles in Fig. 1) occur at the “far side” of the tone
complex (at the opposite side of the single tone as the
tone complex). Using a tone complex having M
components results in a far group that consists of M
DPOAEs, at frequencies ffar(i)=2f−gi, i=1…M. Each
DPOAE thus results from the interaction of only two
stimulus components, the single-tone primary and one
frequency component from the tone complex. This is
analogous to DPOAEs evoked by two-tone stimuli, but
instead of sweeping one primary across frequencies to
evoke subsequent DPOAEs, all the different stimulus
frequencies areherepresented simultaneouslyasatone
complex. More specifically, the far group resembles
2f1−f2 DPOAEs when f2 is replaced by the tone
complex (f G g;F i g .1B), or 2f2−f1 DPOAEs when f1
is replaced by the tone complex (f 9 g;F i g .1A).
We tested the similarity between the far group and
DPOAEs evoked by two-tone stimuli by also recording
the latter emissions using either a fixed-f2 or a fixed-f1
paradigm (i.e., one stimulus tone was fixed in
frequency, while the other was varied across record-
ings). DPOAEs from the two-tone recordings were then
compared to the far group obtained from a single
recording in which all of the stimulus components
were presented at once. As an example, Figure 2A
shows the superimposed amplitude spectra of 10
recordings. In nine of these recordings, two-tone
stimuli (light gray) were used, in which the upper
stimulus component f2 was fixed, while the frequency
of the lower component f1 was varied across recordings
(fixed-f2 paradigm). In the 10th recording, all stimulus
frequency components were presented simultaneously
(dark gray). The intensity of each component in the
tone complex was reduced relative to the f1 level in the
two-tone paradigm in such a way that the total power of
the tone complex equaled the power of each single f1
component in the fixed-f2 paradigm. The amplitude
and phase data for the DPOAEs from these recordings
are shown in more detail in Figure 2B, C,r e s p e c t i v e l y
(triangles for far group, circles for DPOAEs from
consecutive two-tone stimuli). Notice that, although
the amplitude of each DPOAE component in the far
group is smaller than that resulting from the two-tone
stimulus, their total power (horizontal dashed line
in Fig. 2B) is nearly identical to the power of each
of the latter DPOAEs. The phase data exhibit very
similar group delays, but show a small vertical offset
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FIG. 1. DPOAEs evoked by multitone stimuli. Amplitude spectra of ear
canal sound pressure are shown. Either the lower (A) or the upper (B)
primary of the two-tone stimulus was replaced by a tone complex. The
stimulus(squares)consistedofaseven-tonecomplex(g1tog7)andasingle
tone (f). Three groups of third order DPOAEs that result from the
interaction between f and g can be identified: the far group at 2f−gi (left-
pointing triangles), the near group at frequencies gi + gj−f (right-pointing
triangles for i G j and closed circles for i = j), and the sideband group at
f+gi−gj (diamonds). The estimated noise floor (line) and the recorded
system distortion (open circles) are also given. Stimulus parameters: f=
6.6kHz;Lf=60dBSPL;Lg=50dBSPLpercomponent;sevencomponents
in tone complex; g=5…5.2 kHz in A and g=7.2…7.6 kHz in B.
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Such an offset was, however, not observed systematically
across recordings. Comparisons between the far group
and two-tone DPOAEs from similar recordings in four
animals are made in Figure 3 (triangles) as scatter plots
for the group delay (A) and DPOAE power (B).
Depending on the relative primary frequencies, the far
group resembled either the 2f1−f2 (when f G g)o rt h e
2f2−f1 (when f 9 g) DPOAEs. There appears to be no
need to distinguish between these two situations.
The general observation is that the far group is
practically identical to DPOAEs evoked by consec-
utive two-tone stimuli. Thus, for this group of
DPOAEs there is little difference between sweeping
one primary across a set of frequencies (fixed-f1 or
fixed-f2 paradigm) and presenting the whole set
together as a tone complex.
The Near Group
Spectrally, this group of emissions occurs at the side
of the tone complex opposite of the single stimulus
tone. In analogy with the far group we will refer to
it as the “near group.” The frequencies of this
group are given by fnear i;j ðÞ ¼ gi þ gj   f. Figure 4
gives an example for which f 9 g (see Fig. 1B for an
example with f G g).
This DPOAE group contains more frequency
components than there are stimulus components. In
the example of Figure 4,at o n ec o m p l e xt h a t
consisted of nine components evoked a total of 36
unique DPOAE components in the near group. Also,
the near group appears to be composed of two subsets
that systematically differ in their amplitudes by ∼6d B
(compare close circle and triangles in Fig. 4A).
Both the number of DPOAE components and the
apparent existence of two subsets can be explained by
realizing that the generation of each DPOAE compo-
nent involves three stimulus components: the single
stimulus component f, and two components (gi, gj)
from the tone complex. The single frequency compo-
nent f is constant within the near group, so all possible
combinations are represented by the square matrix
(gi, gj). Graphically, these combinations (gi, gj) are given
by the lattice points in Figure 5A. The subset of M
combinations for which i = j produce DPOAE compo-
nents (circles) involving only one frequency component
from the tone complex. This subgroup is the “mirror
image” of the far group of DPOAEs. The remaining
1/2
M(M−1) combinations for which i ≠ j (triangles in
Fig. 5A) produce the additional frequency components
oftheneargroupofDPOAEs.Theirgenerationinvolves
two different components from the tone complex.
Notice that not all possible combinations result in a
unique DPOAE component. Since gi + gj = gj + gi,o n l y
half of all i ≠ j combinations result in a unique
frequency. In combinatorial terms, both gi + gj and gj +
gi contribute to the same DPOAE component. This
combinatorial effect corresponds to the coefficient 2 of
the xy term in the binomial expansion of (x+y)
2,a n d
causes the DPOAEs for which i ≠ j to have their
amplitudes doubled (+6 dB) re. the amplitude of
DPOAEs for which i=j . Apart from this combina-
torial factor 2 in amplitude, there is no fundamental
difference between the two groups, as is shown by
the phase data (Fig. 4B)i nw h i c ha l ln e a rc o m p o -
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FIG. 2. Comparison between DPOAEs evoked with either a single
multitone stimulus or a series of two-tone stimuli. A Ten super-
imposed amplitude spectra obtained either with nine separate two-
tone stimuli (light gray) or with a nine-tone zwuis-complex (dark
gray). The dashed box around the DPOAEs is shown again in (B),
with the corresponding phase data in (C). Circles represent the 2f2−f1
DPOAEs from the consecutive two-tone stimuli; triangles, the far
group. The horizontal dashed line in B indicates the total power of
the DPOAEs in the far group. Phase data were fitted with straight
lines (dashed lines), yielding group delays of 372±12 μs and 356±
17 μs for the 2f2−f1 DPOAEs (circles) and the far group (triangles),
respectively. Stimulus parameters: f (or f2)=7.7 kHz; g (or f1)=6.1…
6.6 kHz (nine components); Lf (or L2)=70 dB SPL; Lg=60 dB SPL per
component; L1=70 dB SPL.
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DPOAE frequency.
To investigate the analogy between the near group
and DPOAEs evoked by two-tone stimuli, recordings
identical to those described for Figure 2 were made:
in a series of two-tone recordings, DPOAEs were
obtained using either a fixed-f2 or a fixed-f1 paradigm.
These two-tone data were compared with a single
recording in which all stimulus components were
presented at once. Results are given in Figure 3
(circles) together with the data for the far group. As
before, the grouping of all data around the diagonals
suggests that the DPOAEs evoked by the two stimulus
protocols are essentially the same.
The similarity between the DPOAEs obtained using
a tone complex or a series of two-tone recordings
again shows that there are no essential differences
between DPOAEs recorded sequentially and simulta-
neously. They are generated by the same nonlinear
mechanism, and there are no indications that they
propagate along different cochlear paths.
Given the close similarity between the near and far
groups and consecutive two-tone stimuli, the multi-
tone data may be considered as 2f1−f2 or 2f2−f1
DPOAEs as if recorded using a fixed-f1 or a fixed-f2
paradigm. Specifically, the near group resembles
either 2f1−f2’s with f2 fixed (f 9 g) or 2f2−f1’s with f1
fixed (f G g), while the far group corresponds to either
2f2−f1’sw i t hf2 fixed (f 9 g) or 2f1−f2’sw i t hf1 fixed
(f G g). Using this interpretation of the multitone data,
DPOAE group delays were calculated for these four
different {DPOAE, stimulus} configurations (Fig. 6A,
B). For the “2f1−f2” DPOAEs, the fixed-f1 paradigm
yielded systematically larger group delays than the
fixed-f2 paradigm. A comparison of the former
group delays with 2f1−f2 group delays from two-tone
data of the gerbil (adapted from Faulstich and Kössl
2000), shows that the absolute group delays as well
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frequency are very similar, confirming the similarity
between the two-tone and multitone DPOAEs. In
contrast, group delays for the “2f2−f1” DPOAEs were
similar for the fixed-f1 and fixed-f2 paradigm, and are
comparable to the {“2f1−f2”/fixed-f2} group delays.
For the near group of DPOAEs, the zwuis character
of the stimulus becomes indispensable (see Materials
and Methods). It ensures that all possible combina-
tions gi + gj are unique, so that each DPOAE
frequency gi + gj−f can be unambiguously attributed
to a unique pair (gi, gj) of stimulus components from
the tone complex. This is illustrated in Figure 5B,i n
which the (gi,gj)-matrix of Figure 5A is transformed
(rotated and translated) into the equivalent matrix
([gi + gj−f],[gi−gj]), where gi + gj−f equals the DPOAE
frequency. The zwuis character of the stimulus
ensures that none of the symbols are vertically
aligned: projecting them on the abscissa (i.e., DPOAE
frequency) will never result in two coinciding points.
This is necessary to disentangle the different contri-
butions of the stimulus components to the individual
DPOAEs.
The wealth of components in the near group offers
an extra “degree of freedom” in the analysis of phase
data. The presence of i ≠ j components enables an
analysis of DPOAE phase that extends beyond the
dependence on DPOAE frequency analyzed thus far.
The additional degree of freedom is illustrated by
representing the DPOAE components of the near
group in the two-dimensional format of Figure 5B.I n
this representation, the dependence of DPOAE phase
on DPOAE frequency corresponds to variation along
horizontal lines (i.e., parallel to the abscissa). In
contrast, variation along vertical lines indicates a
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FIG. 5. (color online) Schematic diagrams illustrating how pairs of
components from the tone complex combine to produce DPOAEs in
the near group (upper row) and sideband group (bottom row). Each
DPOAE results from a unique pair [gi,gj] of tone complex compo-
nents, represented by the two-dimensional, square matrix. For the
near group (A), a transformation of this matrix by a 135° counter-
clockwise rotation (see inset), and by a translation over the distance
−f, yields the equivalent matrix [gi+gj−f, gi−gj]( B). In this
representation the abscissa equals DPOAE frequency, and the
ordinate represents stimulus frequency variations that leave DPOAE
frequency fixed. For the sideband group (C), the translation over
distance f combined with a 45° counterclockwise rotation yields
matrix [f+gi−gj, gi+gj]( D). This transformation has the same effect:
the abscissa again equals DPOAE frequency, while the ordinate
represents the variations that leave DPOAE frequency fixed. Note that
the zwuis character of the stimulus ensures that none of the symbols
are aligned vertically in panels B and D.T h e( color) grading of the
symbols has no particular meaning, but is an aid to track the rotations.
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FIG. 6. GroupdelaysforthenearandfargroupsofDPOAEs.Basedon
their similarity with DPOAEs from two-tone sweeps (see text), the data
were split into effective 2f1−f2 group delays (A) and effective 2f2−f1
group delays (B). Within each of these groups, and as indicated in the
graph, the markers distinguish effective fixed-f2 and effective fixed-f1
group delays, corresponding to (f9g) and (fGg), respectively. For
comparison, genuine two-tone data from the literature are shown in A
(line). These 2f1−f2 group delays (Faulstich and Kössl 2000), were
obtained from gerbils using a fixed-f2 paradigm.
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not correspond to changes in emission frequency.
Figure 7A shows the phase data from Figure 4B in
the two-dimensional representation in the form of a
contour plot. It is important to keep in mind that the
phase data shown here were obtained from a single
recording. In discussing them, it is hard to avoid
phrases like “variations in stimulus frequencies”,
which might suggest the use of frequency sweeps. In
reality, all stimulus components were presented
together, and the “variations” refer to comparisons
across DPOAE components produced by different
triplets drawn from the M+1 stimulus components.
The contours in Figure 7A are iso-phase lines; the
maximum variation of DPOAE phase occurs along the
direction perpendicular to them. The vertical orienta-
tion of the contours thus indicates that DPOAE phase
changes with variation along the abscissa. Thus,
DPOAE phase only depends on DPOAE frequency. In
contrast, variations in stimulus frequencies (gi, gj) that
keep the DPOAE frequency fixed (variations along the
ordinate) have no systematic effect on DPOAE phase.
This observation is quantified by fitting the two-dimen-
sional phase data with the model given in Eq. 6 (see
Materials and Methods), which yielded τ+=665±16 μs,
and τ−=16±26 μs( F i g .7B). Notice that τ+ is the
coefficient describing the phase variations with DPOAE
frequency, i.e., the slope of the frequency-phase plot of
Figure 4B. As explained above, τ+ matches the group
delay obtained with a two-tone stimulation paradigm.In
contrast, τ− is the coefficient for those variations in the
frequencies of the tone complex g that keep the (gi+gj),
and thus DPOAE frequency, fixed.
Figure 7C is a scatter plot of similarly calculated group
delays for 998 recordings (830 when f9 g;1 6 8w h e nfG g)
from 15 animals. These data show that DPOAE phase for
the near group is well described by their variation with
DPOAE frequency. This holds true for both stimulus
configurations f 9 g and f G g.V a r i a t i o n si ns t i m u l u s
frequency that do not correspond with changes in
DPOAE frequency (i.e., varying gi−gj while fixing gi+gj)
have no explanatory contribution to the observed
DPOAE phase. This observation is consistent with the
good fit of the straight line to the phase-versus-frequency
data (Fig. 4B), which leaves little residual variance to be
accounted for.
In summary, the near group results from the
combination of either two or three stimulus compo-
nents. The “combinatorial effects” of these components
explain both the number of DPOAE components and
the emergence of two subgroups whose magnitudes are
6 dB apart. There is little difference between sweeping
one primary across a set of frequencies and presenting
the whole set together asa tonecomplex.In this respect
the near group is similar to the far group. The “off-
diagonal” (i ≠ j) components permit an analysis of the
DPOAE phase that goes beyond their dependence on
DPOAE frequency. This analysis shows that, within the
range of frequencies tested, the phase of DPOAE
componentsonlyvarieswiththose variationsin stimulus
frequencies that correspond to changes in the DPOAE
frequency.
The “Sideband Group”
The third and final group of DPOAEs does not have a
two-tone equivalent; it only arises when the stimulus
consists of more than two frequency components. It
consists of a set of sidebands around the single
stimulus component f (e.g., diamonds in Fig. 1A, B)
at frequencies f+gi−gj, with i ≠ j.
As before, the origin of the DPOAE components (in
terms of the stimulus components from the tone
complex) is illustrated by considering the matrix (gi,gj)
(Fig. 5C). Each i ≠ j combination results in a DPOAE
component, and the zwuis character of the stimulus
ensures that these components are all unique (see
Fig. 5D). Because (gi−gj) ≠ (gj−gi), the combinatorial
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FIG. 7. A Two-dimensional representation of DPOAE phase for the
near group. The phases of Figure 4B are replotted as a contour plot,
using the two-dimensional representation of stimulus frequencies of
Figure 5B. The abscissa gives DPOAE frequency fdp; the ordinate,
fixed-fdp variations. B Results from the two-dimensional model (Eq. 6)
fitted to these phase data (τ+=665±16 μs; τ−=16±26μs). Contours in
A and B are drawn at 0.1-cycle intervals. Stimulus parameters: f=
12 kHz; g=9…9.5 kHz (nine components); Lf=65 dB SPL; Lg=55 dB
SPL per component. C Scatter plot of τ+ and τ− calculated for 998
recordings from 15 animals (830 when f9g; 168 when fGg). DPOAE
phase for the near group is well described by DPOAE frequency,
irrespective of the stimulus configuration.
36 MEENDERINK AND VAN DER HEIJDEN: DPOAEs Evoked by Tone Complexeseffect described for the neargroup does not apply here:
no subgroups of DPOAEs arise. DPOAE components
for which i=jcoincide with the stimulus component f,
and cannot be resolved in the spectra of the recorded
signals. Thus an M-component tone complex results in
M
2−M = M(M−1) different DPOAE components within
the sideband group.
Since the DPOAE frequencies of the sideband
group depend on the frequency difference gi−gj,a
collective frequency shift of the entire tone complex g
does not affect the frequencies of the DPOAEs.
Recently, we used this property to study reverse
intracochlear propagation of otoacoustic emissions
in the gerbil ear (Meenderink and van der Heijden
2010). In the phase analysis of the sideband group, we
distinguish the two cases f 9 g (single tone above tone
complex) and f G g (single tone below tone complex).
DPOAE Phase; f 9 g
As an example, Figure 8A shows phase data for the
sideband group of DPOAEs as a function of DPOAE
frequency. These data correspond to the amplitude
spectrum in Figure 4A, and were obtained using a
stimulus for which f 9 g. A straight line (Eq. 4)f i t t e dt o
these data yields a group delay of 536±13 μs. As was the
case for the near group, the phase data can be
rearranged in a two-dimensional format (Fig. 8B)w i t h
DPOAE frequency along the abscissa and non-DPOAE
frequency variations represented along the ordinate.
Similar to the near group, the contour lines are vertical,
indicating that the variation in DPOAE phase only
occurs with those changes in stimulus frequency that
cause the DPOAE frequency to change. Fitting Eq. 6 to
these data (Fig. 8C) yielded τ+=22±14μsa n dτ−=536±
13μs. Note that compared to the near group, the roles of
τ+and τ−are reversed: this time it is the τ−coefficient that
represents the group delay along the DPOAE frequency
axis. A scatter plot (Fig. 8D) of group delays for phase
data obtained from all 15 animals (N=1,065) generalizes
this observation. DPOAE phase varies systematically with
DPOAE frequency (captured in τ−), whereas non-
DPOAE-related frequency variations (quantified by τ+)
do not improve the explanatory power of the linear
model Eq. 6 for stimulus conditions with f 9 g.
DPOAE Phase; f G g
From the DPOAE amplitude spectra, no differences
are apparent between the sideband DPOAEs obtained
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FIG. 8. Phase data for the sideband group obtained with f9g. A
DPOAE phase plotted against DPOAE frequency. A straight line was
fitted to these data (dashed line), yielding a group delay of 536±
13 μs. In B, the same data are plotted as a contour plot, using the
two-dimensional representation of Figure 5D. The abscissa gives
DPOAE frequency fdp; the ordinate, fixed-fdp frequency variations. C
Results from the two-dimensional model (Eq. 6) fitted to these phase
data (τ+=22±14 μs; τ−=536±13 μs). Contours in B and C are drawn
at 0.1-cycle intervals. The corresponding magnitude spectrum is
shown in Figure 4A. Stimulus parameters: f=12 kHz; g=9…9.5 kHz
(nine components); Lf=65 dB SPL; Lg=55 dB SPL per component. D
Scatter plot of τ− and τ+ calculated for 1,065 recordings from 15
animals, all with f9g. DPOAE phase for the f9g sideband group is
well described by DPOAE frequency; fixed-fdp frequency variations
have no systematic effect on DPOAE phase.
MEENDERINK AND VAN DER HEIJDEN: DPOAEs Evoked by Tone Complexes 37with f 9 g (Fig. 1A, diamonds) versus those evoked with
f G g (Fig. 1B, close diamonds). The phase data,
however, do reveal a contrast between the two
stimulus configurations. As an example, Figure 9A, B
show amplitude and phase spectra obtained with f G g.
As before, the phase data change with DPOAE
frequency, and this trend is largely captured by a
straight line fit to these data. On closer inspection,
however, the phase also show a systematic patterning
along near-vertical lines; a trend that cannot be
explained by their dependence on DPOAE frequency
alone. Rearranging the phase data in the two-dimen-
sional format as described earlier (see Fig. 5D)
clarifies the nature of the dependence (Fig. 9C). This
time, the contours are not vertical, but tilted clock-
wise. The tilting indicates that, although a major
portion of the phase variation is explained by the
DPOAE frequency, phase is also affected by the
stimulus frequencies in a different way. This is
quantified by fitting Eq. 6 to these data, which yielded
τ+=−113±20 μs and τ−=642±19 μs. The resulting plot
(Fig. 9D) clearly shows non-vertical contours that
reflect the nonzero group delay τ+. Analysis of a total
of 298 recordings obtained in 13 gerbils generalizes
this observation. Unlike the corresponding analysis
for the f 9 g case (Fig. 8D), the scatter plot of the group
delays τ+ and τ− (Fig. 9E) is no longer distributed
around the line τ+=0. Instead, it shows a systematic
trend towards negative group delays for the non-
DPOAE-related frequency components (τ+G0). In this
respect, these DPOAEs (i.e., sideband group obtained
with f G g) are different from all other groups, including
the sideband DPOAEs obtained with f 9 g.
Theoretical Analysis of the Stimulus Dependence
of DPOAE Phase: Residual Phase Effects
The multitone stimuli provided an extra degree of
freedom in the analysis of DPOAE phase beyond the
straightforward, one-dimensional graphs of DPOAE
phase versus DPOAE frequency. In the two-dimen-
sional phase plots (Figs. 7–9), the phase gradients in
the horizontal direction correspond to the straightfor-
ward dependence on DPOAE frequency, which is the
dominant effect in all of the phase data of the near
and sideband groups. The two-dimensional phase
data, however, also allowed the assessment of phase
g r a d i e n t si nt h evertical direction, which may be
interpreted as data obtained with a “fixed-fdp” record-
ing paradigm. These gradients allowed us to assess
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FIG. 9. Sideband DPOAEs obtained with fGg. A Amplitude
spectrum of ear-canal sound pressure. B Corresponding phase data
for the sideband group of DPOAEs. Fitting a straight line to these data
yielded a group delay of 641±32 μs. The line fit (dashed line)
captures the major trend in these data, but misses the systematic
near-vertical patterning in the data. C Two-dimensional representa-
tion of the same phase data and D the result from fitting the linear
model of Eq. 6 to these phase data (τ+=−113±20 μs; τ−=642±19 μs).
Contours in C and D are drawn at 0.1-cycle intervals. Stimulus
parameters: f=5.3 kHz; g=6.3...6.8 kHz (nine components); Lf=
65 dB SPL; Lg=55 dB SPL per component. E Scatter plot of τ− and τ+
calculated for 298 recordings from 13 animals, all with f G g. DPOAE
phase for the sideband group is not exhaustively described by
DPOAE frequency fdp; the data show a systematic effect of fixed-fdp
frequency variations.
38 MEENDERINK AND VAN DER HEIJDEN: DPOAEs Evoked by Tone Complexeswhether DPOAE phase changes systematically when
the stimulus frequencies (gi, gj) are “varied” in a way
that keeps the DPOAE frequency fixed. (They are not
really varied, because the various frequencies g1…gM
are all presented simultaneously. For ease of explan-
ation, however, we will discuss the data as if collected
while varying (gi,gj) according to a fixed-fdp sweep.)
Because the dependence on DPOAE frequency (i.e.,
thephasegradientalongthehorizontaldirection)isthe
main effect in our data (often it is also the only
dependence observed), we will term the second type
of DPOAE phase dependency the residual phase depend-
ency. It is an interesting type of dependence, because
travel times common to all components (stimulus and
DPOAEs alike) do not contribute to it; they are
absorbed into the main effect. As explained below, this
makes the residual phase dependence a sensitive probe
of the details of DPOAE generation.
Consider a generic model of DPOAE generation, in
which the phase of a stimulus component f at a certain
location x the cochlea is described by a function Φ(f,x),
and the generation site of a third-order DP component
fdpisXG(f1,f2,f3;fdp).Nospecificassumptionsaremadeon
the functions Φ and XG.I nt h eAppendix it is shown that,
to first-order approximation, the phase of the DP at its
place of generation is given by
 dp ¼  0 þ k
X 3
k¼1
fk
@XG
@fk
þ kfdp
@XG
@fdp
  tfdp ð7Þ
where κ and τ, and Φ0 are constants. Consider now a
particular joint variation of the stimulus frequencies
f1;f2;f3 ðÞ ! ð f1 þ  f1;f2 þ  f2;f3 þ  f3Þ
that leaves fdp fixed, i.e. Δfdp=0. For such fixed-fdp
variations, the only term contributing to variations in
Φdp is the second term of Eq. 7, resulting in
  dp ¼ k
X 3
k¼1
 fk
@XG
@fk
¼ k XG ð8Þ
Therefore, what we have called the residual phase
dependence, directly corresponds to shifts ΔXG of the
cochlear location XG at which the DP is generated. If
the generation site is unchanged (ΔXG=0), fixed-fdp
“sweeps” will leave DPOAE phase unchanged. Con-
versely, when a residual phase effect is observed, it
signals a shift of the generation site of the DPOAE.
With our particular stimulus design, two-dimen-
sional phase representations were possible for two
DPOAE types (near and sideband groups) in two
stimulus configurations (f 9 g and f G g). The analysis
of DPOAE phase in the resulting four situations is
summarized in Table 2. The only case showing a
systematic residual phase effect was the sideband
DPOAE when f 9 g (lower right entry of the table).
In order to relate this observation to the theoretical
analysis of the residual phase effect, it is necessary to
consider how, for each of the four situations listed in
Table 2, the site of DPOAE generation is affected by
the fixed-fdp “sweeps”. To this end, we make the
following assumption: When the nonlinear interac-
tion of three stimulus frequencies (f1,f2,f3), produces a
DP at frequency fdp, the site of DP generation
corresponds to the region with characteristic fre-
quency fmax = max(f1,f2,f3,fdp). In other words, DP
generation is at the most basal best site among the
four frequency components. We will refer to this as the
assumption of the most basal generation site.
T h ea s s u m p t i o no ft h em o s tb a s a lg e n e r a t i o ns i t ei sa
generalization of the evidence that, for two-tone stimuli,
the 2f1−f2 DP is generated near the f2 site, whereas the
2f2−f1 DP is generated near its own best site (Brown and
Kemp 1984;M a r t i ne ta l .1987). The assumption is
further motivated bytheextremely steephigh-frequency
flank of mechanical tuning (Robles and Ruggero 2001),
implying that tones (whether presented acoustically or
generated inside the cochlea) barely propagate in
cochlear regions more apical than their own best site.
The schematic diagrams in Figure 10 depict the
overlapping cochlear excitation patterns for each of the
four different situations of Table 2. The generation site
of DPOAEs (as predicted from the assumption of most
basal generation) is labeled XGin each case. The fixed-fdp
“sweeps” that underlie the analysis of the residual phase
effect are indicated by the arrows placed over the peaks.
These arrows indicate the joint shift in primaries gi and gj
that keep fdp fixed. Notice that the requirement of a fixed
fdp calls for different types of joint shifts. For the near
group (upper two panels), where fdp ¼ gi þ gj   f ,
primaries gi and gj must move in opposite directions; for
the sideband group (lower two panels), where
fdp ¼ f þ gi   gj, the primaries gi and gj must move in
the same direction. A straightforward application of the
above assumption of the most basal generation site now
immediately leads to the result that the only situation in
which a fixed-fdp “sweep” causes a shift of the intra-
cochlear location of DP generation XG, is the sideband
TABLE 2
Population data of the residual phase effect for the four
different {stimulus, DPOAE}-configurations
f 9 gf G g
Near (τ−) −6±51 μs( N=830) −3±45 μs( N=168)
Sideband (τ+)8 ± 4 0 μs( N=1,065) −115±114 μs( N=298)
Each cell displays mean (±standard deviation) of the fixed-fdp group delay
(see text). The numbers between parentheses give the number of recordings.
Only for the sideband group, recorded with f G g, does the residual phase
contribute to the observed DPOAE phase variation
MEENDERINK AND VAN DER HEIJDEN: DPOAEs Evoked by Tone Complexes 39group with f G g (lower right panel of Fig. 10). This is
consistent with our observation that the sideband group
with f G g is the only one showing a residual phase effect
(Table 2).
DISCUSSION
We explored the spectrum of third-order DPOAEs
evoked by multitone stimuli in the gerbil ear. Multi-
tone (92 primaries) stimuli were used in previous
work on DPOAEs, but in the majority of those studies
the DPOAEs considered were still generated by two
primaries; the third tone was only used to interact
with the generation of the two-tone DPOAEs (Brown
and Kemp 1984; Meenderink and Narins 2007).
Genuine three-tone DPs have been recognized and
observed in their own right, both as “additional DPs”
(in widely separated primaries) and as “sidebands”
around one stimulus tone (when the other two
primaries were close; e.g., Kemp and Brown 1986;
Kemp 1998). They have also occurred as the spectral
side-effect of low-frequency biasing of two-tone
DPOAEs (Bian and Scherrer 2007; Marquardt et al.
2007) or dynamic suppression of stimulus frequency
OAEs (Meenderink and van der Heijden 2010).
Unlike previous work, the aim of the present study
was to integrate three-tone DPOAEs into a unifying
framework alongside conventional DPOAEs.
Our stimuli were constructed by replacing one of the
primaries of a customary two-tone stimulus by a narrow-
band tone complex. This produced rich spectra of the
ear canal sound pressure that contained a large number
of third-order DPOAEs. The analysis of this spectrum was
greatly facilitated by a particular stimulus design in which
an irregular spacing of the components prevents multi-
ple DPOAEs from coinciding (Victor et al. 1977;v a nd e r
Heijden and Joris 2003; 2006).
The richness of the DPOAE spectrum renders the
conventional names (2f1−f2;2 f2−f1;…) insufficient. We
identified and analyzed three groups of third-order
DPOAEs, two of which (the “near” and “far” groups)
are closely related to the well-known CDTs evoked by
tone pairs; and one of which (the “sideband” group)
manifested itself as sidebands around the single-tone
primary. The sideband group has no two-tone evoked
counterpart. We showed that a consideration of the
basic properties of third-order distortions is sufficient
to explain the occurrence of these three groups as
well as their basic properties, such as the number of
components of each group and the emergence of two
sets of magnitudes in the near group.
We explored the connection between the near and
far groups evoked by tone complexes on the one
hand, and the customary DPOAEs evoked by tone
A: f >g: near DP
C: f >g: sideband DP’s
B: f <g: near DP
D: f <g: sideband DP’s
f gi gj f gi gj
f gi gj f gi gj
XG XG
XG XG
XG
XG
XG
XG
XG
XG
FIG. 10. Schematic diagrams of the cochlear excitation patterns for
different three-tone stimuli and the surmised locations of DP
generation. A f 9 g; near group; B f G g, near group; C f 9 g,
sideband group; D f G g, sideband group. For a given stimulus (solid
lines; shaded areas), DP generation is postulated to occur at the best
site of the highest frequency component (f, gi, gj,o rfdp) involved, as
indicated in the lower part of each panel by XG (gray). A shift of the
stimulus frequencies (gi, gj) that leaves the DP frequency unchanged
(dashed lines) results in a shifted DP generation site for the sideband
group when f G g (D): in this example, it shifts to a more basal
location. No such shift of the generation site XG occurs for any of the
other {stimulus, DP} configurations (A, B, C).
40 MEENDERINK AND VAN DER HEIJDEN: DPOAEs Evoked by Tone Complexespairs on the other. Theirfrequency-phasecurves,group
delays, and magnitude spectra were found to be very
similar (Figs. 2, 3,a n d6). We conclude that the general
features of these DPOAEs are the same, regardless of
whether one of the tones of a pair is swept in frequency
(the customary approach), or whether the different
“swept” frequencies are presented simultaneously in the
form of a tone complex (the approach introduced in this
study). Such an equivalence of subsequent and simulta-
neous stimulation modes is not ap r i o r iobvious for a
nonlinear system like the inner ear. Incidentally, simulta-
neous presentation does not necessarily speed up the
measurements as the same response energy is now
subdivided among the multiple DP components giving
a lower signal to noise ratio.
Overall, the third-order DPOAEs evoked by the
interaction of triplets of primary components
appear to be a natural extension of those evoked
by tone pairs. The use of tone complexes, however,
also opens up modes of analysis that go beyond two-
tone paradigms. The sideband group of DPOAEs
realizes a relation between stimulus frequencies and
DPOAE frequencies that is very different from the
two-tone paradigm. It allows for much wider fre-
quency spacing between primaries than is possible
for the generation of two-tone DPOAEs. In a recent
study (Meenderink and van der Heijden 2010), we
have employed a particular realization of the side-
band group, in which the tone complex was more
than an octave below the single-tone primary, to
analyze cochlear travel times.
More generally, the analysis of three independent
interacting primaries creates “extra degrees of free-
dom” compared to two-tone paradigms. By represent-
ing DPOAE phase (near and sideband groups) in a
two-dimensional format (Figs. 7A, 8B, and 9C), we
tested whether variation of DPOAE phase was exhaus-
tively described by its dependence on DPOAE fre-
quency (which is given by a fixed relation between the
stimulus frequencies), or whether the other degrees
of freedom co-determined DPOAE phase. For the
latter phenomenon, in which DPOAE phase changes
while DPOAE frequency is constant, we introduced
the term “residual phase effects”.
The two-dimensional phase analysis (Figs. 7B, 8D,
and 9E) showed that, in all except one situation,
DPOAE phase exclusively varies along the DPOAE-
frequency direction. The one exception that showed
residual phase dependence was the sideband group
emerging when the tone complex was above the
single primary (Table 2). A preliminary theoretical
analysis showed that, under general assumptions of
DPOAE generation, this is precisely the only situation
in which the intracochlear generation site of the
DPOAEs is variable while DPOAE frequency is fixed
(Fig. 10).
Further quantitative modeling of the residual
phase effect is beyond the scope of this explorative
report. It seems reasonable, however, to link our
observations with the known contrast between f1- and
f2-sweeps on the phase of 2f1−f2 emissions (e.g., Shera
et al. 2000). Several studies (Moulin and Kemp 1996a,
b; O Mahoney and Kemp, 1995; Schneider et al. 1999;
Whitehead et al. 1996), including the present one
(Fig. 6), have shown that for the 2f1−f2 CDT, a fixed-f1
recording paradigm yields larger group delays than a
fixed-f2 paradigm. Their different group delays (eval-
uated from phase versus 2f1−f2 curves) imply that
fixed-(2f1−f2) sweeps, in which f1 and f2 are jointly
swept while keeping 2f1−f2 fixed, will still produce
a phase variation. In the terminology introduced in
this study, this is a case of a residual phase effect. It
has been explained by the assumption that 2f1−f2
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FIG. 11. Merging of DPOAE groups for f≅g. A DPOAE spectrum
evoked by a special stimulus in which the single stimulus tone f
(closed square; vertical arrowhead) was placed within the frequency
range of the tone complex g (open squares), resulting in the overlap
of the three DPOAE groups (diamonds sideband group; circles near
group; open squares far group). The stimulus design (see Table 1)
ensures that DPOAE components never coincide, despite their
overlapping frequency ranges. Phase data (B) were analyzed both
separately per group and collectively, yielding group delays of 652±
37 μs (sideband); 667±44 μs (near); 699±62 μs (far); and 655±29 μs
(all groups pooled). Stimulus parameters: f=6.0 kHz; g=5.8...6.3 kHz
(five components); Lf=50 dB SPL; Lg=50 dB SPL per component.
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and Kemp 1984; Martin et al. 1987), which moves
during the fixed-(2f1−f2) sweep. The complementary
observation that 2f2−f1 group delays are independent
of sweep paradigm is similarly explained by assuming
that it is generated near its own peak region (Martin
et al. 1987). With this assumption, a joint sweep of f1
and f2 that leaves 2f2−f1 unchanged will have no effect
on DPOAE phase: the residual phase effect is absent.
We have generalized these observations on the
location of DPOAE generation in the “assumption of
the most basal generation site” introduced in our
theoretical analysis (last section of Results). This
explanation parallels the description of DP genera-
tion in terms of “wave-fixed” and “place-fixed” sources
(reviewed in Kemp 2008). Apparently, these concepts,
which were formulated to analyze two-tone DPOAEs,
are also applicable to the sideband DPOAEs reported
in the present study.
Rather than introducing new names and types of
emissions (see also Shera and Guinan 1999), we
would like to emphasize the potential synthesizing
power of multitone DPOAEs. By definition, third-
order distortions emerge by the interaction of three
primaries. It is perfectly valid for two of the three
interacting tones to coincide, but there is no compel-
ling reason to restrict the study of DPOAEs to this
rather limited subclass of distortion products. In fact,
such a restriction to two-tone DPOAEs is potentially
biasing and may obscure the underlying unity of the
family of distortion products. Any realistic nonlinear
mechanism that generates a 2f1−f2 component will
also generate a 2f2−f1 component. In this respect,
lower and upper CDTs are really two sides of the same
coin. Unfortunately, the typical primary ratio of ∼1.2
results in a sizeable frequency separation between the
lower and upper CDTs (ratio of ∼1.75). This fre-
quency difference creates a marked contrast in their
propagation toward the ear canal owing to the
tonotopic organization the cochlea. Therefore, this
type of two-tone data emphasizes the contrast between
the lower and upper CDTs, and underexposes the
underlying unity. This unity is evident from the fact
that extensive (f1, f2) area sweeps show a continuum
of DPOAEs rather than two disjoint regions (Knight
and Kemp 2000; Schneider et al. 2003).
The data of the present study demonstrate that it is
well possible to generalize beyond two-tone stimuli,
provided some caution is observed in the stimulus
design. The capability of a multitone paradigm to
reveal the unity of third-order DPOAEs is perhaps
best illustrated by a recording in which the single tone
was placed in the middle of the multitone primary
(Fig. 11). The stimulus design still makes it possible to
distinguish the near, far and sideband groups based
on the unique triplets of primaries producing each
DPOAE component, and the phases of the groups are
distinguished by the different symbols in Figure 11B.
It is clear, however, that the distinction between the
groups has become purely formal. Owing to their
overlapping frequency range, the groups merge into a
single family of third-order DPOAEs spanning a
bandwidth of ∼1.1 kHz over which they show a
systematic phase variation. This DPOAE spectrum
bridges the gap between lower and upper CDTs,
perhaps illustrating that the nomenclature of
DPOAEs (2f1−f2,n e a rg r o u p …)i so f t e nm o r ea
reflection of the experimental methodology than of
the mechanisms that shape them.
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APPENDIX
Denote the phase of the cochlear vibration evoked by
a single tone by
  x;f ðÞ ; ðA1Þ
where f is the frequency of the tone and x is the
cochlear location. No specific assumptions are made
regarding this function, except sufficient smoothness.
Consider a triplet of stimulus tones at frequencies
f1, f2,a n df3, which need not be all different. The
frequency fdp of a third-order DP produced by the
nonlinear interaction of the three tones is
fdp ¼
X 3
k¼1
wkfk; ðA2Þ
where wk=±1 are weight factors. For the three DPOAE
groups considered in this study (e.g., far, near, and side-
band groups), the weight factors always add up to unity:
X 3
k¼1
wk ¼ 1: ðA3Þ
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generated at a single cochlear location XG, its phase
Φdp at this location becomes
 dp ¼
X 3
k¼1
wk  XG;fk ðÞ : ðA4Þ
In general, XG will be a function of all three
primary frequencies and the DP frequency, fdp:
XG ¼ XGðf1;f2;f3;fdpÞ:
For sufficiently narrowband signals, the phase of
af r e q u e n c yc o m p o n e n tf close to f0 at a place x
close to x0 is well described by the first-order
approximation
 ðx;f Þﬃ  x0;f0 ðÞ þ k x   x0 ðÞ   t f   f0 ðÞ ; ðA5Þ
where the constants   ¼ @ =@xðx0;f0Þ and C ¼
 @ =@fx 0;f0 ðÞ are the average wave number (inverse
wavelength) and group delay, respectively. Similarly, if
the primary frequencies and DP frequency are
sufficiently close together, one may approximate
XGðf1;f2;f3;fdpÞﬃXGðf0Þþ
X 3
k¼1
ðfk   f0Þ
@XG
@fk
ðf0Þ
þð fdp   f0Þ
@XG
@fdp
ðf0Þ; ðA6Þ
where XG(f0) is shorthand for XG(f0,f0,f0;f0).
The combination of A4, A5, and A6 yields
 dp ¼  0 þ k
X 3
k¼1
fk
@XG
@fk
þ kfdp
@XG
@fdp
  tfdp; ðA7Þ
where various constant terms were absorbed into Φ0.
Equation A7 shows that variations in primary
frequency fk affect DP phase in two possible ways.
Variations in fk that cause fdp to change result in a
“direct” effect on Φdp via the last term. This simply
reflects the average group delay τ of the collective
incoming traveling waves toward the generation site.
It is the main effect of changing the primary
frequencies, which incorporates the travel times
toward the generation site. The main effect does not
require the generation site XG to shift with the
v a r i a t i o ni ns t i m u l u sf r e q u e n c i e s .T h eo t h e rt w o
contributions to changes in Φdp, the second and third
terms of A7, occur through shifts of the generation
site XG. Both terms contain the factor κ, the wave
number of the traveling waves at the generation site.
The third term describes the changes of XG with fdp;
this contribution merges into the main effect of the
fourth term. The second term is the only term that
can cause phase changes mediated by fixed-fdp
variations of the stimulus frequencies. This establishes
the link between residual phase effects and shifts of
the location of DP generation.
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